
In 1973 the finances of most British universities lay at the mercy of
politicians and were subject to capricious cuts in public spending.
Their precarious situation was a consequence of the state-financed
expansion of the previous decades. What taxpayers gave, their elected
representatives could pare and trim when the economy wilted and 
crisis loomed. In the midst of high inflation both Conservative and
Labour governments failed to compensate universities for increases in
the cost of living and forced them to scrimp and save whenever
opportunities arose.

Until 1977 three quarters of the annual income of the University 
of Manchester consisted of a block recurrent grant given for general
purposes, together with a much smaller sum earmarked for equipment
and furniture. These payments came from a sum voted by Parliament,
allocated to universities in general by the Department of Education
and Science, and distributed to individual universities by the Univer-
sity Grants Committee (UGC). The University was free to use most of
the block grant as it chose, assigning various sums at its discretion to
central services, faculties, academic departments, and other undertak-
ings. Some of the remaining quarter of the University’s revenue sprang
from tuition and other fees. Like the block grant, most of these came
from the public purse, but arrived by another route, for they were paid
on behalf of United Kingdom undergraduates by their local education
authorities. They did not depend solely on the rates, for local author-
ities would eventually recover from central funds most of the money
they had paid out. Other sources of income included research con-
tracts (most of them awarded by government departments and a few
by industrial concerns), and the proceeds of a large and complex
investment portfolio, which served, for example, to fund the pension
scheme for non-academic staff.

To finance costly building projects such as libraries, lecture rooms
and laboratories which did not directly produce income, the University
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looked to the UGC for capital grants. Plans to build student flats, how-
ever, were financed only in part by the UGC. They now depended in
large measure on loans taken out in the open market from banks,
building societies and insurance companies, and serviced by the rents
which students paid for the privilege of occupying the premises.

Approximately three quarters of the University’s expenditure was
on salaries and wages. Much of the remainder was devoted to heating,
lighting, watering, and generally maintaining premises and equipment.
Sharp reductions in the real value of income from public sources, and
the Government’s reluctance or failure to cover the salary settlements
awarded to employees, were certain to have grave consequences for
the University. It was in no position to solve its problems by laying off
part of its workforce or sacking redundant executives. But the Univer-
sity could not afford to accumulate a deficit which it had no means of
clearing away.

At the end of 1973 Edward Heath’s administration withdrew guar-
antees that the Government would protect the finances of universities
against the effects of inflation. No more would it proclaim itself ready
to look with sympathy upon their plight. Anthony Barber, the Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer, reduced university income from parliamen-
tary grants by about 10 per cent. In February 1974 Arthur Armitage,
the Vice-Chancellor of the University of Manchester, described these
measures as the severest cuts in living memory. Interpreting the figures
for the University Council and Senate, he estimated that the Univer-
sity was about to lose £800,000 from the income which it had antici-
pated receiving in the current academical year. He appeared to be
forecasting a reduction of about 5 per cent in expected cash, for the
University’s income from all sources was then in the region of £18.5m.
and was to rise to almost £22m. in the next session. In the light of later
events, the cuts of 1973 may not seem cataclysmic. But they wiped 
out the reserves set aside for future developments, and were accom-
panied by other, much harsher reductions in the funding of capital
projects. These made it necessary to cancel or postpone, sometimes for
many years, important parts of the building programme which the
University had planned.

In the wake of the Arab–Israeli war of October 1973, the oil-
producing countries of the Middle East had quadrupled the price of
oil. The Brown Index, an economist’s tool employed to measure the
cost of items which figured prominently in university expenditure,
pointed to a price rise of about 10 per cent between January 1973 and
January 1974. By November 1974 the rate of inflation had doubled,
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and the University was facing a deficit of about £1m. According to
John Carswell, some time secretary to the UGC, ‘the shock, not only
of a 10 per cent cut but of the breach between the universities and the
state – the revelation that the traditional special relationship need not
be respected – was shattering’.

In 1973, then, came one of the great turning points in British 
university history, a transition into a bleaker world governed by the
principles of uncertainty, economy and improvisation. The prevailing
gloom, however, occasionally gave way to spells of optimism, to a mis-
placed sense that the worst must be over. Unfulfilled ambitions, hatched
in the late 1960s, still dominated the University’s plans and maintained
their places at the head of lists; until these priorities had been met it
would prove difficult to develop new programmes. Planners still
expected that the number of students – particularly undergraduates –
would go on increasing at least until the early or mid-1980s. Only then
would the number of eighteen-year-olds in the British population cease
to grow. Greater numbers would bring in more fees, but fees covered
only part of the cost of students’ courses, which were heavily sub-
sidised; the University could not rely on receiving full compensation for
the growth in its numbers.

Research was to suffer more gravely than teaching, and science and
medicine would feel most keenly the effects of shrinkage in the equip-
ment grant. Cuts were falling at precisely the time when apparatus
installed in the prosperous 1960s was becoming obsolete; the Faculty
of Science usually absorbed 60 per cent of this grant, the Faculty of
Medicine about 20 per cent. There was reason to remember Ruther-
ford’s dictum, ‘Gentlemen, we have no money, therefore we shall
have to use our brains’, though such words were less likely to console
scientists who had once enjoyed ample funds and now saw them
taken away.

Almost entirely lost was the capacity for mapping the University’s
future for more than a year or two ahead; indeed, the ‘planning hori-
zon’, as the UGC liked to call it, was now obscured, and Sir Peter
Swinnerton-Dyer, then the Vice-Chancellor of Cambridge, called it ‘a
mirage across quicksands’. Far from being known at the outset, grants
were sometimes dispensed in instalments during the university year.
Once they had been predicted with reasonable certainty five years in
advance, under the old system of quinquennial planning which still
survived in theory in the 1970s and had not been formally abolished.
New uncertainties arose when, from 1977, a larger proportion of the
University’s income began to depend on tuition fees. No-one could be
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sure how much they would yield until the students had registered in
October of each year.

Universities courted public disapproval if they failed to demon-
strate their concern with practical activities which would help to
revive the country’s manufacturing industries, or begin to solve its
most urgent social and medical problems. Unless they could justify
their existence in these terms, they risked being dismissed as a luxury
which the country could ill afford and which governments could trim
with impunity, sometimes out of conviction, more often out of drift
and infirmity of purpose. Arthur Armitage was a natural optimist, a
booster of morale who yearned for development, proclaimed its 
usefulness to society and the economy, set aside money for it when-
ever he could, and in certain areas – especially the expansion of the
Medical School and its clinical teaching – achieved it. But he had 
to blow hot and cold breaths upon the University even as the Depart-
ment of Education and Science and the UGC blew them upon 
him, even as the petitions of the Committee of Vice-Chancellors and
Principals succeeded or failed in their attempts to wring a little more
money for universities from the purse of the Secretary of State.

Uncertainty and pessimism prevailed for much of the time between
late 1973 and early 1978, though not all the worst fears were realised.
Indeed, one of the most drastic cuts – a sudden reduction of 4 per cent
in the real value of resources, expected to occur in the session of
1977–78 – did not actually come to pass. The phrase ‘cash limits’
began to be heard in the mid-1970s. At its most ominous the term sug-
gested that the sums allocated to universities in a given year would be
determined before the Government’s pay policy was known, and that
no-one would subsequently increase them, no matter how steeply
prices increased, no matter how large the latest pay settlements turned
out to be. In truth the limits did not prove quite so rigid as prophets
foretold and politicians threatened; they were sometimes relaxed to
allow for unavoidable increases in expenditure.

Optimism flickered in 1978, when The Times Higher Educational
Supplement (THES) could write of ‘a remarkable revival in the finan-
cial fortunes of universities’; when inflation had fallen to 10 per cent;
when the UGC was announcing, albeit with many caveats, the likely
level of recurrent block grants for universities for as many as three
years in advance; when moves were afoot to remedy injustices con-
cerning academic salaries. Hubristic talk was heard in Manchester of
a new building boom, led by the new Library Extension which the
University had secured against heavy odds. Student officers extracted
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from filing cabinets the long-deferred plans for an extension to their
overcrowded Union building. But nemesis overtook all universities
with the fall of the Callaghan government and the electoral triumph
of the Conservatives in May 1979. Amid growing despondency, the
University planned and executed another cut in expenditure, this time
of 2 per cent, in the hope of breaking even for the time being.

Members of the Economics Faculty debated the causes of inflation
and the merits of restricting the money supply and cutting public
expenditure, even at the cost of increasing unemployment. Financed
for five years by the Social Sciences Research Council, the Manchester
Inflation Project followed the lead of two youngish, internationally
known professors, David Laidler and Michael Parkin, who had recently
migrated from the University of Essex and would leave together for the
University of Western Ontario in 1975. Meanwhile, the University’s
administrators and managers struggled with the consequences of infla-
tion. Economic crisis impinged on the university population at many
points, and students became deeply concerned with the cost of living.
Close to their hearts were the level of rents in University residences, the
cost of refectory meals, the price of wares stocked by the students’
Union shop, and the extent of the fee paid by Local Education Author-
ities to the Union on behalf of each student.

Academics suffered for several years from the so-called ‘pay anom-
aly’. This grievance was the result of a pay pause imposed by the Gov-
ernment at an unfortunate moment in 1975. The effect of the move
was to deprive university teachers of salary increases comparable to
those awarded just before the pause to their colleagues in other
branches of higher and further education, and especially in polytech-
nics. However, academics’ misfortunes, although they seldom admitted
it, were mitigated by the protection which most of them enjoyed
against loss of employment. Tenure, more sharply defined in Manches-
ter by the new charter and statutes of 1973, counted for something.
Early in 1975 the Vice-Chancellor, though warning of difficulties to
come in the next two years, gave assurances ‘that the University could
not resolve its financial problems by declaring staff redundancies, and
even if it could, the adoption of such a policy would be completely
repugnant’.

Senior members of the University noted the consequences of reces-
sion for people less secure than themselves. The North West Industrial
Research Unit, run by University geographers, chronicled the heavy
losses of jobs during the 1970s in the manufacturing industries of
Greater Manchester, in the fields of textiles, engineering, steel, and
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aerospace. Members of the Extra-Mural Department, headed by 
Norman Page (the author of How to Cope with Redundancy), offered
courses to persons newly unemployed or compelled to change careers,
coaching them in the art of hunting for posts and presenting them-
selves at interviews. Students became aware of a neighbouring popu-
lation jealous of their privileges, as discos at Owens Park were invaded
and the dancers barged and jostled by locals who had gathered in 
Fallowfield pubs, or as the corridors of new residences on the Univer-
sity’s main site suffered at the hands of vandals thought to have come
from Moss Side. In the words of Lemuel, the Swiftian satirist of the
University journal Staff Comment, ‘our world within the cloisters still
reflects the world without, ignore it though we may’.

Since the avoidance of redundancies was the supreme law, it
became necessary in spells of gloom to ‘freeze’ both academic and
support posts when they happened to fall vacant through resignation
or retirement; kept on ice for a time though seldom abolished entirely,
they revived only at those moments when the economic climate soft-
ened. The Joint Committee for University Development (JCUD) rede-
ployed some posts, shifting them towards the disciplines in highest
student demand, particularly in the Medical School. This policy, prac-
tised since about 1970, was a hallmark of the Armitage regime; the
process of redistribution went on for about seven years, until it had
exhausted most of the possibilities. Despite the difficulties, the total
number of full-time teaching posts in the University increased mod-
estly during the 1970s, although it did not match the increase in the
number of students and included more temporary staff, the by-prod-
uct of financial uncertainty. In the session 1973–74 the University
(otherwise Owens) employed 1,234 full-time teaching staff; UMIST
(otherwise the Tech or the Faculty of Technology), 440; and the Busi-
ness School, 50. The Calendar for 1978–79 gave the corresponding
figures as 1,350 for Owens, 456 for UMIST, and 31 for the Business
School. At Owens the overall increase in staff amounted to 9.4 per
cent, against an increase in student load of about 12 per cent. Most of
the larger schools and faculties grew a little, but none so vigorously as
Medicine, whose strength rose from 223 to 264 full-time teachers
(teachers of dentistry merely increased from 52 to 56).

Resolute penny-pinching could reduce expenditure on things other
than salaries and wages. It was possible to economise on so-called
‘minor works’ and on the maintenance of buildings, though this was a
form of parsimony which might lead to disaster if indefinitely pursued.
From 1973–74 all universities were entitled to finance minor works by
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drawing on general funds, so long as expenditure on buildings, land
and professional fees did not exceed 3 per cent of the institution’s
block grant (a proviso intended to protect teaching and research from
their unwelcome competition). Though distinguished from the major
building projects for which universities sought special funding from
the UGC, minor works might entail costly operations. Many were or
should have been undertaken in order to comply with the numerous
fire, health and safety regulations introduced during the 1970s, and to
meet the demands of insurers. In practice the University postponed
maintenance and improvements at intervals throughout the 1970s,
thus giving rise to a threat that buildings would soon become seedy
and dilapidated if not ramshackle. In 1980 John Crosby, the Director
of Building Services, wrote that few universities could now contem-
plate spending anything like the 3 per cent allowance on alterations to
their buildings, even to meet legal requirements. With good reason,
then, the Vice-Chancellor warned of ‘a drastic and dangerous curtail-
ment of maintenance programmes . . . This kind of policy cannot be
sustained for more than one or two years before the fabric of the
building begins to suffer long-term permanent damage.’ In at least one
department, as Harry Cameron remembers, the elderly wiring was 
a serious hazard, but the Electrical Engineer could get authority 
to replace it only by threatening to pull the main switch and close
Pharmacy down.

Extravagance on heating and lighting became a target for cam-
paigners, and the Communications Officer set out to convince the
University communities of the need to economise. His office pub-
lished alarming figures illustrating the steep increases in expenditure
over the past three years and publicly analysed the uneven distribu-
tion of costs (it turned out that the recently acquired Medical School
and Computer Building accounted for some 60 per cent of consump-
tion, and the Chemistry and Williamson Buildings and the Linear
Accelerator for another 15 per cent between them). Homely exhorta-
tions followed: to turn off lights, to abstain from backing up central
heating radiators with electric fires, to boil no electric kettles between
10.30 am and 3.30 pm.

Some academics, however, would not comply without recrimina-
tion, both against the emergency measures adopted by the Govern-
ment during the second miners’ strike of Edward Heath’s reign, and
against the University’s advertising techniques. In February 1974
twenty-seven academics signed a manifesto urging the University not
to economise on the use of lighting by changing its office hours, and
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arguing that the Three Day Week was but a devious attempt by the
Government to pillory the miners and strengthen its own bargaining
power. In the autumn the Communications Office hit on the acronym
SUE, for Save University Energy, and tried to humanise its campaign by
designing a pin-up. SUE was a young woman clad in a close-fitting sun-
top and superficially resembling Varoomshka (‘She Who Asks Why’) of
The Guardian’s strip cartoon. The office was attacked, not for plagia-
rism, but for blatant sexism: some feminists and their sympathisers
were quick to sense an insult to women and to crowd the columns of
Communication, the University’s house magazine, with polemical let-
ters from women lecturers. These were parried by satirical remarks
(mostly from men) on the absurdities of political correctness avant la
lettre, and relieved by ponderous attempts at humour from both sides.
Despite hostility to its propaganda, the magazine felt able to report in
May 1977 that the consumption of electricity had fallen by about 20
per cent since 1972, although the cost per unit persisted in growing.
Another ‘intensive energy-saving campaign’ followed in 1979.

Austerity claimed several victims. The Vice-Chancellor’s At Home
came to an end in the autumn of 1975. Founder’s Day celebrations,
focused on the conferment of honorary degrees, survived the cuts but
incurred censure in 1980. Fearing the treacherous weather of an Eng-
lish May, the organisers had erected a covered walk-way to shelter the
distinguished guests en route from the Whitworth Hall to their lunch
in the refectory; critics thought this an intolerable extravagance.

Improper use of the telephone was suspected. While it lasted, the
antiquated system enabled operators to inquire whether callers from
inside the University were engaged on University business. Telephon-
ists developed, or so Communication warned, an ‘intuitive ability’ to
sniff out long-distance private conversations disguised as business calls.
Scurrilous stories circulated of persons using endearments over the
telephone and finding themselves immediately disconnected. Were the
telephonists eavesdropping, rather than trusting to intuition? Less con-
troversially, bursarial figures earned commendation for their foresight
in making bulk purchases of consumables and furniture before these
things were urgently needed, thus forestalling the worst effects of the
next price rise. They stockpiled punch cards and eight-track paper tape
for computer scientists and quantities of modelling wax and platinum
foil for dentists. Curtains, carpets and furniture were kept in readiness
for new student flats.

From the autumn of 1977 the financial arrangements of universities
began to change, in that they came to depend less on the recurrent
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block grant and more upon tuition fees. These charges rose steeply,
and the Government not only set them but also recommended that
they be levied at different rates upon different groups of students.
Such recommendations were really instructions, since the Govern-
ment would assume that the universities would be able to raise more
income from fees charged at the higher rates which the government
favoured. On this premise it would make suitable reductions in their
block grant and save some public money. Universities might dislike
the differential fees and be urged by staff and students not to charge
them, but they could not defy the Government without adding to
their already grave financial difficulties. Relatively few British under-
graduates suffered from the new policy, because their fees were paid
by local education authorities, and neither they nor their parents saw
the bills. But the new arrangements weighed heavily on significant
minorities within the student population, including many dedicated
people who were supporting themselves. In 1977, Trevor Marshall, a
Manchester mathematician prominent in the Association of Univer-
sity Teachers, estimated that about 9 per cent of home undergraduates
and 23 per cent of home postgraduates were finding their own fees
and maintaining themselves; the new fees, now much higher for post-
graduates, discouraged mature students and struck yet another blow
at university research. However, much of the ensuing debate focused
on the hardship inflicted on overseas students, i.e. those who came
from outside the European Economic Community, and had acquired
no settlement in the United Kingdom.

Fee increases had been on the cards for some time. As long ago 
as 1963, Lord Robbins and his colleagues had argued in their
famous report on higher education that fees ought to be increased
in such a way as to meet about 20 per cent of institutional expendi-
ture. One objective of this move was to ensure that universities
should not depend too heavily on a single source of finance, the
block recurrent grant. Another, perhaps more important aim, was
to reduce or even abolish the concealed subsidy offered to all over-
seas students, even those who came from rich countries or sprang
from prosperous parents. Low tuition fees did little to cover the
actual cost of courses and earned the country no gratitude, because
few students from abroad realised that they were enjoying any
favours. Surely it would be better to raise the fees but openly pro-
vide scholarships, bursaries or other forms of aid to a limited num-
ber of ‘better selected students more aware of the help they receive’.
Do this, and it would become possible to discriminate between the
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rich and the poor, the able and the mediocre, the deserving and the
undeserving student.

Robbins stopped short of suggesting that overseas students should
pay more for the same education than did their colleagues from the
United Kingdom. But it could be argued, even if his report did not do
so, that the parents and forebears of most overseas students were not
and had never been British taxpayers; that the students themselves,
returning with British degrees to their own countries, would not
directly benefit either the British economy or the British fisc; and that
they ought therefore to contribute more generously to the cost of run-
ning British universities. The first concession to this principle was
made by a Labour Secretary of State for Education, Anthony Crosland,
who introduced a higher fee for overseas students with effect from the
session of 1967–68. Crosland incurred charges of racism, levelled at
him by radical students, the fate of anyone who appeared to be dis-
criminating against foreigners, no matter how strongly he invoked eco-
nomic arguments in support of his actions. His successors in the late
1970s were likewise charged with trying to reserve British education
for the British, and they offended the international sympathies of 
Manchester and other universities. Only the most vehement critics,
however, compared them with the National Front.

Tuition fees remained where Crosland had set them, at £70 per
annum for home and £250 for overseas students, until 1975. At that
point, fear that the economy was contracting and the number of over-
seas students expanding began to inspire a series of unpopular mea-
sures. Early in 1977 the Council of the University of Manchester
noted that despite the differential fees already in force the total num-
ber of overseas students in the United Kingdom had risen from
31,000 in 1967–68 to 80,000 in the current year. More than 1,100
such students were in attendance at Owens in the following session,
and they represented about 12 per cent of all students in the institu-
tion. They accounted for a large proportion of postgraduates; the
forecast was that in 1980–81 37 per cent of full-time postgraduate
students would come from overseas, compared with 6 per cent of
undergraduates. Universities appeared to be contemplating a ‘volun-
tary agreement’ to limit the numbers admitted. By the end of 1979 the
University of Manchester had resolved to keep the overall proportion,
undergraduate and postgraduate, at 10 per cent.

There was reason to fear, however, that the Government might
force British universities to do something more drastic than impose
quotas. Ill-judged Government policies might lead universities to
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price themselves out of the international market by charging exorbi-
tant fees and driving potential clients towards the United States or
other countries which offered them a cheaper education. From 1975
postgraduates paid about half as much again as undergraduates, pre-
sumably because they required more personal attention and used
more costly apparatus. By 1980–81, fees for home undergraduates,
jacked up by a series of annual increases, had reached £740 a year;
home postgraduates now paid £1,105. Overseas undergraduates
already launched on their courses would pay £1,165 and postgradu-
ates £1,525. But overseas students entering the University for the first
time in the autumn of 1980 would feel the effects of a policy now
extended to its logical conclusion by the Thatcher administration.
They would pay what were deemed to be ‘full-cost fees’, for in March
1980 the University Council had adopted the Government’s recom-
mendation to charge £2,000 for Arts-based and £3,000 for Science-
based courses, while each year of clinical studies spent in the Medical
School would cost every overseas student no less than £5,000. Only a
fortunate few would receive financial help from within the United
Kingdom. Very likely the Government’s new fee remission scheme,
designed for ‘overseas students of outstanding merit’, would benefit
no more than 500 students in the whole country during its first year
of operation, 1980–81, and would never, even when fully expanded,
provide for more than 1,500.

As a result of these increases, the proportion of University income
derived from fees began to rise until it exceeded the 20 per cent rec-
ommended by Robbins years earlier. In 1976–77, fees had accounted
for approximately 7.25 per cent of the University’s income, but they
contributed just over 17 per cent in 1977–78, and the Vice-Chancel-
lor predicted in May 1977 that 22 per cent would come from fees in
the following session. Meanwhile the contribution made by the block
grant began to shrink, falling from 74.8 per cent of the whole in
1976–77 to 63.6 per cent in 1977–78. But the higher and higher fees
demanded of overseas students, quite apart from the moral issues
involved, would endanger the University’s income if they caused
recruitment to flag.

To idealists, any attempt to charge higher fees to overseas students
savoured not only of xenophobia but also of hypocrisy. In their view
the claim that the country could not afford to subsidise the visitors
was false. Surely, in any case, the exploitation of Third World colonies
in the past by European powers, including the United Kingdom, had
created a huge moral debt, and this the exploiting nations were bound
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to repay by generosity towards those who came to their countries as
students. Other more pragmatic arguments, urged in the Senate, in
student newspapers and in some official publications, appealed to
national self-interest: students educated in the United Kingdom
would become influential figures in their own nations, promoting
good will towards Britain, strengthening commercial ties and encour-
aging their countrymen to buy British products.

Most telling, perhaps, was the contention that without the presence
of overseas students the University would be unable to run certain
courses vital to British industrial development. The fee increases
imposed by the Thatcher administration in particular were putting
some 13 per cent of the University’s income at hazard. In a letter of
December 1979, the Vice-Chancellor argued the case against them to
the UGC. Relatively few home students were willing and well qualified
to take courses in Computer Science and in Mechanical and Electrical
Engineering, and the departments which offered them depended on a
high proportion of undergraduates from overseas. When British stu-
dents obtained good degrees in those subjects they were able at once to
command high salaries in commerce or industry and few wished to suf-
fer the straitened circumstances of a research student. Hence overseas
postgraduates of high calibre were needed not only to carry forward
research projects but also to act as demonstrators for undergraduate
courses; indeed, courses designed to make some 850 students from
other science departments familiar with computers would be unable to
function without their help. Here was an early example of the argu-
ment that the educational policies of the Thatcher government, though
intended to restore economic well-being, were in fact short-sighted,
unintelligent, and prejudicial to progress.

Any whisper that courses might have to close for lack of overseas
students sent a frisson of fear through university lecturers in vulnera-
ble subjects, despite past assurances that no compulsory redundancies
would be declared. The possible consequences for UMIST, the Faculty
of Technology, which contained a far higher proportion of overseas
students than did Owens, were spelled out to a parliamentary com-
mittee on higher education by Professor Robert Haszeldine, a chemist
who had in 1976 succeeded Lord Bowden as Principal. ‘If ever there
was a mechanism evolved to throw maximum consternation and diffi-
culties in the way of universities like our own at this time, this is one
of them,’ he observed, invoking the fear that ten or even fifteen courses
might have to be closed for lack of takers. The threatened enterprises
included one course in power systems engineering which was clearly of
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national importance. Another committee of MPs, chaired by Christo-
pher Price, professed concern ‘about the effects of sudden financial
stringency on course availability in the United Kingdom’, and con-
cluded that ‘the decision of the present government to move to “full
cost” fees within a matter of months’ was gravely at fault. ‘The scale of
the increase is unprecedented and the period over which universities,
colleges and polytechnics have been asked to adjust to it is too short.
It has caused disquiet throughout the academic community as an 
educational decision taken on mainly financial grounds.’

Universities might protest, but the only answer returned by an
implacable Government was that they should become more entrepre-
neurial and less philanthropic, and beat the recruiter’s drum more
loudly in countries that could afford to pay the fees. To the disap-
pointment of idealists, several motions urging the University not to
impose the recommended increases were lost in Senate in November
1979; the least unsuccessful, in that 30 members voted for it and 70
against, proposed that ‘all students be charged a standard fee, namely
that applicable to home-based students’. Senate was then prepared 
to support strong remonstration with the Government, but nothing
more. In February 1980, however, spurred on by the Faculty of Arts,
it requested the University to consider ‘active collaboration with other
British universities to discuss approaches that can be made to the 
Government on these matters’.

Much less money was now available for buildings. In 1976 a UGC
report on the future of university libraries reflected that the sum which
the Grants Committee had felt able to allocate to capital projects
amounted to no more than £11.5m. in the face of a queue of worthy
schemes put forward by all universities and costed at £52.8m. It there-
fore seemed that the Committee had cut its building programme by 78
per cent. The axe had fallen at a moment when Manchester, having
met the most pressing needs of faculties and departments for brand
new buildings, had begun to give pride of place to central services. One
request, for a new General Purposes Building, had reached the head of
the line and suffered only a few months delay. Work on this L-shaped
construction, expected to cost about £950,000, began in the summer
of 1974 and the building came into use in the autumn of 1977. Named
after the last Vice-Chancellor, Mansfield Cooper, it set out to accom-
modate the small faculties of Law and Theology and the large, eclectic
Department of Geography, which was part science and part social sci-
ence, and was located in the Faculty of Arts. On its heels in the queue
were requests for extensions to the University Library and to the 
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Students’ Union, both of which had become overcrowded with objects
and people. True, the Students’ Union building, opened in 1957, was
relatively new. But it antedated the great period of university expan-
sion and its architects and planners had anticipated only 4,200 users;
in October 1974 Owens was enrolling almost 10,000 full-time stu-
dents. Then came the Faculty of Economic and Social Studies, which
was still cooped up in antiquated quarters in Dover Street, and after
that Music and Drama. In December 1973 the UGC appeared to have
tampered with the University’s own list of priorities by placing the per-
forming arts in front of the social sciences, but correction followed,
and Music and Drama were to receive firm promises of new premises
only when the year 2000 had passed.

In 1970 the journalist Michael Kennedy had credited the city of Man-
chester and the University with building a ‘space-age campus’. Set up by
the Vice-Chancellor, the Space Reallocation Committee appeared to
symbolise the new mood of the middle and later 1970s, and with it the
University’s resolution to adapt to circumstances and even to find relief
in the slower pace of development. Some academics and students had
long been conscious of the destructive, inhuman and philistine aspects
of technological progress, and depressed by the monotony of the brick
and concrete blockhouses which now dotted the Education Precinct.
According to Christopher Booker (he of The Telegraph and The Specta-
tor, author of The Neophiliacs), ‘Around 1967, we suddenly began to
hear a new set of words – “conservation”, “the environment”, “pollu-
tion”, “ecology” – expressing a growing sense of horror at what our
wonderful, runaway technology was doing to our cities, to our coun-
tryside and rivers and seas, to other species, to the whole balance of
nature on the planet.’ Some of these sentiments began, within a few
years, to inspire action in the University. A Pollution Research Unit,
shared between Owens and UMIST and directed by the Professor of
Liberal Studies in Science, flourished during the 1970s and devoted
itself both to measuring the effects of noise, dust, oil and chemicals on
the atmosphere, on land and on water, and to studying methods of con-
trolling them ‘by administration, law and economics’. By 1981 trees,
grass and weeds were flourishing in a ‘natural’ area protected against
pruning and landscaping at the back of the Computer Science building,
and a colony of goldfinches had moved in. The conservation party,
encouraged by the increasing shortages of money for interfering with
the environment, was gaining influence in the Education Precinct.

In the summer of 1975 Communication carried an article by Dr
M.V. Hounsome, Keeper of Zoology at the Manchester Museum,
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which reflected on the ecological damage, especially to birds and 
their habitations, inflicted in the recent past by university planning.
True, there was now ‘much more green in a previously grey environ-
ment’. But the planners had perpetrated two serious blunders, in that
most of the lawns, shrubs and bushes had gone from the quadrangles
of the main building, and the Virginia creeper had been cut down to
enable the blackened stone to be cleaned (‘We Cleaned the Univer-
sity’, boasted Clean Walls Ltd. of Brown Street in the city centre). The
plan had created a ‘sterile prairie’, the nesting places of blackbirds,
dunnock and greenfinch had been destroyed, and good mature bushes
had given way to puny upstarts which would take years to reach any
useful size. ‘The old-fashioned 1950s-style “open plan” scheme put
into operation all round the campus is not only destructive but hard
to understand; it is boring to look at, intimidating to be in and 
biologically inadequate.’

In justice to university planners, it should be said that they had had
to struggle with the shortcomings of an unpromising reservation
within the Education Precinct. A main road from north to south
bisected the University area and seemed calculated to divide the arts
and humanities on the western side from the natural and social sci-
ences which lay to the east. Crossing Oxford Road at right angles
were Burlington Street and Brunswick Street, which defied all efforts
to close them to traffic; the task could only be accomplished with the
city’s co-operation, and this, in the light of protests from motorists
and others at any attempt to block or divert their accustomed paths,
was difficult to obtain. Since it was such a public arena, references to
the University as a cloister or an ivory tower were and remained not
only clichéd but implausible, although it was not a place where the
people of Manchester lingered; they passed through it, in buses or
cars or on foot, bound for other destinations. Academic and adminis-
trative buildings, set four-square on level ground, gained such author-
ity as they possessed purely by their own height and mass; the
landscape gave them no help, and offered no hillocks to stand upon.

A few Victorian and Edwardian buildings shared the space with
Elizabeth II biscuit-boxes. The imposing church of the Holy Name,
the work of Joseph Aloysius Hansom of the hansom cab and of his son
Joseph Stanislaus Hansom, graced with a massive tower topped by an
octagon of Adrian Gilbert Scott, survived the depopulation of its
parish and defied attempts to annexe it for an extension to the Library.
But Simon Curtis, poet and lecturer in Comparative Literary Studies,
feared for the pastiche Queen Anne façade of the old Metallurgy
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Building, for the red brick terrace of Waterloo Place, for the ‘hand-
some and distinctive cupola, or little dome, of the Manchester Royal
Infirmary, that so enhances Manchester’s mean sky-line’ and for the
relief of the Good Samaritan mounted on the face of the same hospi-
tal. Two geologists, Dr F.M. Broadhurst and Dr I.M. Simpson,
extolled the quality of the Portland stone which adorned Metallurgy
on Oxford Road: ‘As a result of prolonged exposure to Manchester’s
acid rainwater the surface of the stone is beautifully etched in places
. . . Those who appreciate natural stone would mourn the passing of
this building.’

Forming part of the northern boundary of the University’s main area
on Oxford Road, the Precinct Centre marked the limitations of 1960s
planning. The intention of Hugh Wilson and Lewis Womersley had
been to bring the University folk and their neighbours together in a
shared shopping mall. They had proposed to link the Centre by walk-
ways, ‘streets in the sky’ well above the level of wheeled traffic, to the
nearby housing estates of Hulme and Brunswick. Adjacent multi-storey
car-parks, cheap and convenient, should have decanted drivers and pas-
sengers into the Centre’s square. But none of this, as Lewis Womersley
lamented in 1977, had come to pass. The University and the planners
themselves had taken office space in the Precinct, and so had other ten-
ants. But shopkeepers were less easily tempted. Ronald Brierley, chair-
man of the Lettings Policy Committee, explained that the City Council
had encouraged competitors to open shops in Hulme and these had
drawn away trade, partly because of the difficulty of manoeuvring
prams and shopping trolleys through the approaches to the Precinct
Centre. Traders had therefore become dependent on student cus-
tomers, most of whom were present for only two-thirds of the year, and
shopkeepers would not take the plunge unless they could count on an
especially high turnover during the student season. Of this they were
still unsure.

Few academics were prepared to accept ‘The Phoenix’, the new
Bass Charrington pub in the Precinct Centre (‘Decor: two floors,
pseudo-30s and GO-GO’), as a substitute for the old College Arms,
demolished in the name of modernisation and still much lamented.
An archetypal grumbler, created by the Gulliver of Staff Comment,
muttered that ‘where once there stood at the college gates a modest
hostelry where we might take a snifta at our ease, they have made a
desert and built far off a gaudy inn where lascivious damsels dance
under the eyes of dons who know not what to make of them and 
students who, alas, know all too well’. Staff Comment tried, as though
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for revenge, to divert drinkers towards ‘The Crown’ on Epping Walk
in Hulme (‘Decor: modernised Victorian, but don’t go in the vault’).

Womersley himself was in trouble, at least with certain vocal 
students, for his city connections, both with the repulsive Arndale 
Centre and with the deteriorating Hulme estate. Critics objected in the
pages of Mancunion, the principal student newspaper, when on the
expiration of his consultancy in 1978 the University decided to award
him an honorary Master of Arts degree. A photograph of the Vice-
Chancellor bore the caption: ‘Would You Buy a Used Degree from This
Man?’ Womersley’s fall from grace reflected a certain disillusionment
with the god-like role assumed by planners in the destructive 1960s, a
loss of confidence in the breed which was echoed in fierce debates about
the defects of their own education launched by students in the Depart-
ment of Town and Country Planning.

Three threatened buildings, monuments to a more gracious age,
began to attract the attention of the Students’ Union: the old Music
College by the University Theatre, close to the Union itself; the terrace
houses at Waterloo Place, on Oxford Road between the Manchester
Museum and the Precinct Centre; and the former home of the suf-
fragettes Emmeline, Christabel and Sylvia Pankhurst, at 62, Nelson
Street. Student activists sympathised with the homeless and felt that
students, also short of rooms and roofs, came close to sharing their
plight. They feared that the University would demolish handsome and
serviceable buildings or leave them empty for years, on the strength 
of a delusion that the Government and the UGC were about to stump
up the money to develop the sites. Suggestions that good buildings be
levelled to provide car parks, or to free the environment from clashing
architectural styles, appeared outrageous, particularly at a time when
the Union itself was sorely in need of living room. ‘Such blatant waste
of space and extravagance is typical of the capitalist society in which
we live’, lamented Mancunion.

The shell of the Manchester Royal College of Music on Devas Street
was left empty when the institution, now merged with the Northern
School of Music and renamed the Royal Northern College, moved to
new premises north of the Precinct Centre. In October 1973 about fifty
squatters, some of whom were students, occupied the disused building
for about five weeks. This action produced unusually rapid results, for
the University agreed to relieve the College of the building, to make it
available both to the Union and to Contact Theatre, and to offer fur-
ther space to the Union in one of the houses at Waterloo Place. Later
the University also adapted the old music practice rooms, now called
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the Brick House, for use by Contact, the youth theatre company based
at the University Theatre. Huffy Drama students, however, resented
the favours bestowed on Contact, which they called ‘academically
superfluous’ and artistically ordinary.

No better name than ‘The Squat’ could be found for the reprieved
college building. Unlovely as the name was, it served to remind stu-
dents that ‘elbow action and bum shining at endless committees’ was
not the sole way to get one’s desire, although journalists from Punch
later remarked that ‘since the authorities have virtually legitimised the
take-over, the enterprise somehow lacks that authentic aroma-of-bar-
ricade’. At times the Union lost interest in The Squat, but defended it
as vital territory whenever the University made any move to invade it.
This it appeared to be doing in 1977–78, when the stone floor of the
Drama Department’s studio was becoming a menace to dance and
movement classes, and the University proposed that they migrate to
The Squat. By 1981, however, The Squat was in decay. When the
Union considered commissioning an ambitious decorative scheme on
behalf of the Campaign for Nuclear Disarmament (CND), inspired by
Bob Dylan’s song ‘Masters of War’, insuperable obstacles were cre-
ated by graffiti, by embossed wallpaper, and by patches of damp. Dry
rot and the deficiencies of Victorian plumbing threatened the build-
ing, and repairs were too expensive to contemplate. Hence, in Febru-
ary 1982 The Squat was at last demolished, its downfall coinciding
with another student occupation – this time of the University’s main
building, in protest against Government education cuts. There was
serious talk, though it came to nothing, of compensating the Union
with a disused Sunday school, once attached to the church of St
Ambrose, which lay close to Waterloo Place.

Waterloo Place formed a Grade II listed building of special architec-
tural and historical interest. The houses, numbers 176–188 Oxford
Road, were the oldest in the neighbourhood and perhaps the only
architectural reminder of the way the world had been before Owens
College occupied its Oxford Road site in 1873. They had been built in
1832 by Peter Tuer, whose name survived in a nearby street. There had
once been two parades, each of seven houses, but the more northerly
terrace had fallen to bulldozers in 1968. The University owned four of
the remaining houses and three were in private ownership, but one of
these was in the hands of a firm of historic building consultants. Its
partners included Donald Buttress of the Department of Architecture,
who directed a course on restoration and conservation, and used the
premises for teaching. Number 178 Waterloo Place, passed to the
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Union and some of the enterprises which it sponsored. The University
also agreed to lease Number 184 and the ground floor of Number 182
to J.P. McGill’s second-hand book shop. These moves, however, were
intended as temporary measures and the fate of Waterloo Place
remained uncertain. Not easily convinced by historical and aesthetic
arguments alone, the University Council observed in 1976 that Water-
loo Place, even when fully owned by the University, could only be ‘of
marginal value in the provision of accommodation’. Retention of these
houses ran contrary to the Precinct Plan, and heavy expenditure alone
would bring them up to modern standards; they occupied ground said
to be reserved for a new Economic and Social Studies building; and
Communication spoke of Waterloo Place’s ‘uneasy role in the “mixed
economy” of the Precinct’.

None the less, the planner Lewis Womersley admitted in November
1977 to a change of heart: he now considered that the terrace should
be left standing. It was beginning to seem that adaptation, here 
and elsewhere, could prove less costly than convenient but character-
less new buildings. Hence, in a climate of pessimism and parsimony,
Waterloo Place survived, maintaining the line of nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century buildings that flanked the western side of Oxford
Road between Burlington Street and the Precinct Centre. The Metal-
lurgy building, too, was spared and remained on parade as a front for
part of the Manchester Museum. Despite the pleas of the Building
Design Partnership for a new building of ‘calm simplicity’ (which crit-
ics thought a euphemism for blandness) to displace the fussy old one,
the much-needed Museum Extension arose behind Metallurgy’s
façade, and its colonnaded portico, spared from destruction, became ‘a
single large illuminated showcase, bringing the Museum right on to the
footpath of Oxford Road’.

Number 62 Nelson Street, formerly the Pankhurst residence, faced
extinction for the purpose of clearing the way for an extension to
Manchester Royal Infirmary. Seemingly condemned, the house stood
empty and increasingly dilapidated for two-and-a-half years in the
mid-1970s. When plans for the hospital extension were shelved,
Community Action, the Union’s welfare organisation, approached
Manchester Area Health Authority on their own initiative and signed
a lease for the house. They proposed to use the building as a ‘Com-
munity Resources Centre’, which would offer (among much else) a
‘fully equipped safe play area for students’ children’, who could no
longer disport themselves on Union premises. Some of the money
needed for refurbishment might well be forthcoming from Greater
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Manchester Council, and Community Action launched an appeal 
in the hope of raising the rest. When they approached the Union 
controversy followed, for the Union’s officers were now scrutinising
their finances, and did not spare Community Action. The predomi-
nantly Conservative executive feared that the Union would be
charged with making improper payments, since much of the Nelson
Street enterprise had little to do with the well being of students them-
selves and the General Secretary of the Union regarded the project as
an unauthorised venture. However, Community Action had helped to
rescue a house of historical interest, and the Pankhurst residence
escaped the fate of Frederick Engels’s house in Thorncliffe Grove,
which had fallen without trace to make way for student flats in the
Southern Area Development.

Money earned in the 1960s made some new building possible amid
the penury of the next decade. A new ecumenical chaplaincy building
opened in 1974, on the eastern side of Oxford Road, and was connected
to the Precinct Centre, as one of Gulliver’s characters suggested, by a
Bridge of Sighs across Oxford Road. Which was the palace and which
the prison was not stated. Finance came from sums paid to compensate
for the compulsory purchase of two churches demolished in 1967: the
Anglican St Ambrose, built in 1884, and the handsome Oxford Hall, a
Methodist church established in 1825. St Ambrose had yielded to the
Architecture and Planning Building, Oxford Hall to the Computer
Building. The Sharing of Church Buildings Act of 1969 opened the way
to a new arrangement whereby the Anglican, Methodist, Baptist and
United Reformed Churches combined to share the same premises.
These were called St Peter’s House, and the Catholics, who might well
have claimed a special interest in St Peter, named their chaplaincy after
his fellow apostle, St Paul, and contemplated sharing common rooms
and other amenities with the occupants of St Peter’s. Angular where
other structures were box-like, St Peter’s House did not set out to be an
exclusively religious building or hire its rooms solely to religious organ-
isations (freshers being entertained by the History Department one
October were intrigued to find themselves sharing the kitchen with a
Transvestite Society). Indeed, the chaplains acted in the spirit of William
Temple’s dictum that the Church exists for those who are not its mem-
bers, a principle appropriate to an officially secular but not wholly god-
less University.

Since the amalgamation of the great private library in Deansgate
with the University libraries in 1972, the John Rylands University
Library of Manchester had made convincing claims to be the third
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great university library in England, ranking with and in some respects
surpassing those of Oxford and Cambridge. Known in the trade as
Jerusalem, it possessed some of the attributes of a holy enclave in the
midst of dark satanic mills. In 1974 the Library as a whole housed
more than 2m. volumes, subscribed to more than 8,000 periodicals,
and had on its books more than 26,000 registered users (a figure
which had reached 32,000 by 1977, and was then equivalent to about
double the number of students and academic staff in the University,
UMIST and the Business School).

The sparsely populated, lavishly appointed building in Deansgate
offered ample room and a quasi-ecclesiastical atmosphere, beneath its
stained-glass windows and statues of literary saints, to the few habitués
who came to consult its rare books and manuscripts. But the buildings
on the main site of the University at Oxford Road were starved of
reader and storage space, and one of them was taxed by a UGC work-
ing party with ‘presenting the worst working conditions for Library
staff and readers of any library in their experience’. Books, journals
and other holdings kept on the main site were divided between three
libraries to the west of Oxford Road, devoted respectively to Arts, to
Science and to Medicine. In the labyrinthine Arts Library a placard –
one of many inscribed with stern admonitions – proclaimed that
‘Studying In This Tunnel Is Prohibited’. In the Christie Science Library,
as Diana Leitch recalls, books were double-stacked on window-ledges,
and one of the galleries was so narrow that users had to shuffle side-
ways down its length. Mathematical treatises, precariously balanced on
a narrow bar, might at any moment plunge on to the heads of readers
consulting the catalogues down below. The building took on a sinister,
gothic air when senior staff set out to lock it up at 9.30 on weekday
evenings and at 1 p.m. on Saturdays, and were obliged to patrol it to
ensure that no undesirables were lurking in any of its niches; one
woman brought along her bullterrier for protection. Plans put to the
UGC for approval and financial backing proposed to bring the con-
tents of all three buildings together by attaching an extension – a
branch larger than the trunk – to the Arts Library.

Already overcrowded, John Rylands seemed, like all university
libraries, intent on limitless expansion, and was spurred on with par-
ticular urgency by the acquisitive spirit of its librarian, Fred Ratcliffe.
It was true that inflation, and particularly the rising cost of periodicals
affected by a world shortage of paper, had begun to reduce its rate of
growth by 1975. By that time librarians were inviting faculties to can-
cel subscriptions and greeting suggestions for the purchase of new
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journals with increasing scepticism. But the UGC took alarm at the
number of requests for large capital grants for library buildings with
which it was faced. Seeking finance for that purpose, the University
faced intense competition from other clamorous institutions. In 1976
the UGC, at the suggestion of a working party headed by Professor
Richard Atkinson, adopted the guiding principle of the ‘self-renewing
library’, which really meant the ‘self-pruning library’. Rather than
amassing new material ad infinitum and placing it on immediate
access, libraries ought to weed out the less used items and place them
in stores close to their main premises, from which their staff would 
be able to fetch them within twenty-four hours, should they be called
for. Should these works, after several years in limbo, fail to attract any
reader’s attention, they ought then to be removed from the neigh-
bourhood and sent to a national depot, such as the British Library
Lending Division. True, this process would increase the administrative
costs of libraries, for staff would have to select volumes for relegation,
but it might also forestall some of the demands for new buildings.

Responding to the Atkinson report, the University accepted the need
for stores on the main site, looked for forgotten cellars and adaptable
nooks and crannies, and found them in a disused laboratory, a church
hall, and an empty Roman Catholic infants’ school in Dover Street. In
1977 the cost of converting the former school, which would require
structural book stacks to transfer the load from the first floor to the
foundations of the building, appeared to be about £46,000 – a sum
which compared very favourably with the £250,000 which a new
building of similar capacity would have demanded. The UGC was 
prepared at the time, so Senate was informed, to allocate £63,000
towards the cost of converting and equipping two buildings in the
Precinct. The Library’s bindery migrated to the Precinct Centre.

The cost of the new Library Extension stood at approximately £4m.
when the UGC at last felt able to include it in the capital building 
programme for 1978–79. This move was a tribute to the University’s
powers of persuasion and particularly to the representations it had
made to a committee which the Department of Trade had set up under
Mr Justice Whitford and briefed to consider possible changes in the
law of copyright. Inspired by Fred Ratcliffe, the University had
pleaded that its Library should be granted ‘legal deposit status’ – in
other words, that it should join the British Library, the university
libraries of Oxford, Cambridge, and Trinity College Dublin, and the
national libraries of Wales and Scotland, as one of the institutions
entitled to receive from publishers, free of charge, one copy of every
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copyright work published in the United Kingdom. Justifying the pro-
posal, the University spoke not only of the size and quality of the
existing collections but also of the ease with which members of a
regional population of some 12.5 million could travel to Manchester
rather than London in search of enlightenment. Responding to this
plea for devolution, the Whitford Committee concluded that ‘The
case for establishing a deposit library in Manchester to serve the
North of England would seem strong if the geographical dispersal of
such libraries could be considered de novo . . . ’ It was true that pub-
lishers, burdened with ‘an additional deposit obligation’, would
almost certainly be unenthusiastic, but they could probably be won
over by allowing them to charge the free copies against their tax lia-
bilities. ‘We recommend that the proposal of the John Rylands Library
be accepted in principle, although recognising that present financial
stringencies will necessarily delay its implementation.’

In the event the constraints were never, at least in the late twentieth
century, to relax far enough to allow Manchester to establish the
deposit library that would so greatly have enhanced the University’s
reputation. But against heavy odds the Library did get its premises
enlarged, thus enabling Communication to boast in 1980 that ‘In the
current atmosphere of stringent economy, it is the only large-scale
building project at any UK university.’ This undertaking was expected,
or so Mancunion informed its readers, to treble the amount of usable
space in the Library, to increase the book capacity by 1.4 million vol-
umes, and to provide almost 2,000 seats for readers. Doing his bit, the
Vice-Chancellor played host at a grand luncheon for the City Council,
members of which soon divined that something was expected in return
for this hospitality. They agreed that Burlington Street should be closed
to city traffic; that the Extension should be built across its western end;
and that the buses whose path would be blocked by the expanding
Library should be redirected to Booth Street West. Architects tackled
the problem of marrying two buildings in which only the ground and
the first floors were on the same level. An elegant conference centre
arose within a quadrangle formed by the old Arts Library and the new
Extension, and took the name of a benefactress who had died in 1975.
Muriel Stott was the daughter of an Oldham cotton spinner, noted for
her generosity not only to the care of old people but also to the John
Rylands Library before its incorporation into the University.

Every year until the end of the 1970s the Government and the UGC
expected the University to increase student numbers, especially those
of undergraduates, although the Vice-Chancellor gave notice in April
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1974 that the rate of growth would have to slow down. Increased
dependence on fees reminded everyone how closely the University’s
income depended on its power to attract students. Admissions tutors,
engaged in a complicated gamble and competing with other establish-
ments, were exhorted not to fall short of the targets set up for them
lest they lose the University money, and not to overshoot them lest the
University be unable to accommodate all the freshers whom they had
accepted. In October 1974, 9,977 full-time students were registered at
Owens; in October 1980, there were 11,493, marking an increase of
about 15 per cent in a period of six years. Only in 1979 did the UGC
advise universities to begin reducing the number of students admitted,
indeed to hold down the number of home undergraduates entering in
October 1980 to 94 per cent of the number admitted the previous
autumn. Only in January 1980 did a Council minute comment that
‘Essentially the University had now reached its steady state.’

Successful recruitment depended in part on improving the Univer-
sity’s reputation for housing its students, particularly newcomers,
who had no wish to find themselves roofless in a strange city or live
out of suitcases in temporary lodgings for the first few weeks of 
their careers. In 1976–77 the University succeeded for the first time
in guaranteeing all new undergraduates a place in University accom-
modation, as distinct from privately owned flats or digs – so long as
they were not accompanied by spouses (let alone children) and had
applied for a place by the due date. To achieve this end it proved nec-
essary to reserve about half the places in University residences for
first-year students; few could now hope to spend all their undergrad-
uate years as paying guests of the University, and gregarious stalwarts
who lived from start to finish in halls of residence were becoming
creatures of the past.

The policy depended on building almost continuously in order to
keep pace with expansion. Owens and UMIST collaborated in the
enterprise, each institution offering some places to the other’s stu-
dents. In 1974 they were capable of providing between them some
4,700 residential places in accommodation which they either owned
or licensed; by 1980 the stock had risen to over 6,000. Generally
about 40 per cent of all students lived in University residences, for
13,352 students were registered at the University, UMIST and the
Business School in the autumn of 1974, and 17,113 in the autumn of
1980. In December 1976 Communication estimated that of 14,000
students in Owens and UMIST, 6,000 lived in University accommo-
dation, 5,500 in private flats and lodgings, and 2,500 at home.
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Effort concentrated on building flats for small groups of students of
the same sex, who would cater for themselves and not take commu-
nal meals in halls or canteens. New buildings rose on the Southern
Area Development, on Booth Street East (where UMIST added Bow-
den Court to Grosvenor Place), and in Fallowfield, where Oak House
expanded. Such flats allowed students more independence and more
disposable income than did the traditional halls, and they seemed well
attuned to the idea that students were legally adults and ought to be
treated as such. By the end of 1976 UGC finance had run out entirely
and there was no expectation of a renewed trickle of public money
before April 1978.

The Southern Area Development, the most memorable architec-
turally, took the name of Whitworth Park. Shaped like Toblerone
bars, the residential blocks provided over 800 places in the first phase
of growth between 1974 and 1976, and a second, more modest pro-
gramme was launched in 1978 and expected to provide another 200-
odd places by 1980. The architects, drawn from the Building Design
Partnership, attempted to vary the sizes and shapes of the study bed-
rooms and to eliminate the ‘long impersonal corridor with little boxes
of rooms leading off it’; the sloping roofs were designed to waste no
space; and the blocks, named after the terraced streets flattened to
make way for them, were described as ‘cosily angular and very much
on a human scale’ – a well-worked phrase which emphasised the
absence of the overweening towers and concrete cliffs of the 1960s.
Space, not wasted, was not generous either; invited to grumble, stu-
dents complained of the difficulty of hanging long dresses in stunted
wardrobes, of the lack of space for trunks and cases, and of the awk-
wardness of working in these surroundings with an architect’s draw-
ing board. Inmate, the title of the local newsletter, seemed forbidding.
But the new settlement was, as one student put it, ‘near where it’s at’.
It spared students the morning trudge from Fallowfield, to which the
alternative was a wait in bus queues so long as to suggest that, in the
words of a lecturer ensconced on the top deck of a Number 48, ‘There
must be a lot of students who never get into the University at all.’

Early in 1980 the Vice-Chancellor announced his intention to retire at
the end of the session. He had striven to manage the University’s
finances in such a way as to encourage bold developments in certain
intellectual areas, and especially, perhaps, in Medicine; to protect
livelihoods against compulsory redundancies; to favour institutions
which served the whole University, and particularly the Library; and to
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enable the University to provide higher education for the still increas-
ing number of young people who were reaching the age of eighteen. In
December 1979 he protested against the untold harm inflicted by ‘ad
hoc reductions in grant and apparently haphazard changes in policy’,
proclaiming his belief in ‘one of the finest and certainly one of the most
economic[al] university systems in the world; one which is selective,
and caters only for 8–9 per cent of the population, and one which is
singularly flexible and adaptive in meeting the country’s needs, espe-
cially in science, technology and medicine’. Greeted at the time with
much grumbling and some polemic, the Armitage years were to take
on in retrospect the pure, sweet air of Good King Arthur’s golden days.
The appreciation delivered to Senate shortly after Armitage’s retire-
ment, in the autumn of 1980, spoke of his ‘consistent refusal to accept
unnecessary restraints’. The obituary placed before Council after his
death in 1984, when far worse things had begun to happen to univer-
sities, remarked that ‘His span of office covered a period that will per-
haps come to be regarded as the golden age of the University system,
but Sir Arthur was not out of place as one of its princes. Various qual-
ities are brought to mind by his career: energy, probity, compassion,
authority, perhaps helped by those distinctive eyebrows, and above all,
optimism. Where all around him viewed the future with gloom and
depression, Sir Arthur was heard to counsel that this would be to talk
oneself into a disaster; the future had to be regarded with optimism.
This epitomised his whole outlook to life and work.’
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